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ABSTRACT

Industrial sector of Bangladesh has to depend entirely on some impolted spare

parts, but it requires long lead time for there procmement. This leads to huge

inventoty cost and lot of spares are kept in reserve in the fear of factory shut downs.

Allen key Bolts and Nuts are critical spare parts in ceramic industry which has high

usage value. 11le quality of allen key bolts and nuts found in the local ma.rket are

of very poor. As an attempt to solve this problem the present work wa.s perfonned.

Under this work a comperative study of the local and impotted spa.res patts were

conducted. Chemical analysis, Vickers hardness, Proof Stress, Microstmcture of

the materials of these parts were studied. Apatt Hom that the different pat'ameters of

thread of local and import.ed samples are analysed. From the analysis main causes

of failure of the local samples at'e identified, suitable materials at'e selected and

manufacturing process are developed fl)r their manufacturing. Some Allen key

Bolts atld Nuts at'e matlufactured on experimental basis. Different combination of

heat treatment such as pack carburizing at different period of time and quenching

are petfOl1ned on both locally available and matlUfilctured satnples. 11le proof

stress of these samples are checked for quality standard. It was observed that proof

stress is increased with the increase of carburizing period for matlUfactured samples

but in the case of local samples proof stress is decreased with the increase of

cat'burizing period. For mailufactured samples tlle pJ'oof stress was found within

acceptable limit. Economic analysis was pedi)nned to evaluate viability of

matlUfactut1ng tlle spare locally and it was found that local manufacture of spare

parts with the target properties is economically viable and the country save a lot of

foreign exchatlge.
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

...•
•

j
1.2

In B:mgladesh mo~1 of the spare parts essential fi'rthe machineries in vaflous

indust.ries are being impotted fi'om abroad. Recently a tendency has been observed

to produce spares by using 10calIy available material and tec1mology. However,

most of such attempts have not tumed out to be such fiuitful due to the lack of

development of the required properties in the materials used for the manufacture,

Background of the study

Mirpur Ceramic Works Ltd. requires alIen key bolt and nut as spare parts which

can take high load. But this spare which are found in the local market have very

low load carrying capacity. At the same time there is a ban on the import of this

spare palts. Consequently the factory faces a practical problem whidl affect

directly on their factory production. Keeping this problem in mind, investigation

has been cal'ried out to 10calIy manufacture a alIen key bolt and nut which can take

high load as requirement.

Manufacturing of this spare parts is an engineering job. So, care should be taken in

its manufacturing process. During this process factors like material selection, heat

treatment of bolt and nutsl1<.>uldbe taken under cnnsideraliOil, Lack of adequate

teclUlological background on each of them may lead to reserve consequences.

TIlerefore in order to get good quality product one Iws to consider all of them

simultaneously at the preliminary stage.

(
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PrOdUG1iOllprocess of this spal'e adopted by different Engineering workshop are

based on mere experience. In our country an opemtor as well as an engineer pay

less attention to this matter. At times there is a lack of their proper teclmical

knowledge. Conseqently, the products of these workshop turnout to be of very low

quality.

Apart fi'om the above mentioned, it has been well recognised that successful

transfer of technical knowledge is essential in order to utilize the modem

teclmology prope1'ly. Otherwise the local engineeri.ng products will not be

comparable to the foreign products. Thus the present study ha.s been made with a

view to elll'iching the teclmical knowledge in tile field of allen key bolt and nut

manufacturing in the country. The sketch of the specimen t<1kenfor investigation is

shown in tile Fig.l

S/~-11UNC-2A-LH

---J 12

1 --"'\.-r ,--~\L ::=- ~" -' - --------- - ---~. ------ -

_______ ~s__-_-J.
t32 ~

(a)

( b )

Fig. I Sectional view of a) Allen Key Bolt and b) Nut.

(
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1.3 Aims and objectives

111e aim o[ the pn~j",ct work is to ""11(il,('I a Cf.\1l1P'Jr;lt;vestlldy of th", prnp"'liies.

perf0I111aIlCeand load ulllying c,",pacity ufllKallv m<tllu1:'clur"d <tlld inlpurkd all"n

key bolt and nuts wilh a view 10 impr')'-ing the rjl.l"lity of }o('ally' l11,mlifadllr"d

allt:Ii key bolts and Vut.s..

Tu ac,hieve this ailll J,:>lk""ing ubjedi\'", <II" ,d ellI til" pr"s"nl \\ UJk_

i) To d~tertiljnt: the ch\:"rnical Cotiiposition. Vick~r~ hardn~s:s.. Proof str~s~ of

cross section 10 dekfillill" the phase cUJnbin<ttiull and type of heat tr"atlll.:nl of Ill"

spare parts,

iii) To study the m,rnI.lJ:lcll.'ring a('curacy oflhreads oflhe inlported ,md locally

mallUJadured spares lu ideniiiY tll.: prubable 11l"nuJ1Iduring defects uf the !ucally

made spares and the calise' (>fthese defect<,

;,-) To ma!1111:1(,ll.IreI~w ,amples ,,1' 'P'Jr'~< on c'''perilllenl,,1 ba."i., and improve

th~ Inc-chanica! pf(1PC'lli~.sof the- thr~ad by an apprup, iatc he-at tfeatfIitllt technique

samples.
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1.4 Organization of the project work

11lis project is organized as follows:

Chapter-I presents introduction on the project, chapter-2 gives a literature review,

chapter-3 describes different aspects of tlu'ead, chapter-4 presents tile experimental

procedure, chapter-5 contains the result and discussion and chapter-6 contllins

conclusion andreconullendation for future research work.



CHAPTER-2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 SELECTION OF MATERIALS (20)

In designing spare parts the selection of material and the manufacturing

process by which the parts ~#to be made should be considered together.

The most economical design is arrived at by considering the total cost of

labour, materials and overhead for each of a number of proposed designs

that are satisfactory from a technical standpoint.

2.1.1 FACTORS AFFECTING THE SELECTION OF MATERIALS:

Economic factors, physical and mechanical properties that are involved in

materials. and process has a larger effect on the selection of material.

Availability and cost of materials vary continuously, and as the change in

towards favorable or unfavorable condition, design will necessarily undergo

corresponding alterations for economic reason. At times certain materials

may become unavailable for general industrial use and the necessity may

arise for substitute design based on procured materials.

There are another various factors which may be considered according to

application area and environment of the spares.
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2.1.2 SAE NUMBERING SYSTEM:

"',

The number for malerials are given in LheTable 2-1. The sled spt:l.:ifil:aLions

represents the result of the cooperative effort of the American iron and steel

Inslilule (AIS1) and Lhe sOl:iely of AulomoLive Engineers (SAE) in a

simplification program aimed at greater efficiency in meeting the steel

needs ofInduslry.

The fIrsl digil of Lhefour or fIve-numeral iiesignalion indil:ales Lhe lype lu

which the steel belongs. Thus 1 indicates a carbon steel, 2 a nickel steel, 3 a

nil:kel-ehromium sleel ell:. In Lhecase of simple alloy sleel, Lhesel:Ond digit

indicates the approximate percentage of the

Table 2.1 (20) SAE Numbering Syslem

XXHXX

NwnberMaterial

Ni-Mo (3.~n% Ni) 48XX
Chromium 5:x..'XX
Low Cr (0.5% Cr) 50XX
MedCr(1.0%Cr) 51XX
Chromium-vanadium 6X,XX
Cr 1% 61XX
Triple-alloy steels 0.55%
Ni, 0.50% Cr. 0.25% Mo 86XX
0.55% Ni, 0.50% Cr, 0.25%
Mo 87X.""X
3.25% Ni, 1.20% Cr, 0.12%
Mo 93XX

I 1.00% Ni, 0.(;0% C!",0.25%
Mo 98X,\:.
Silicon manganese2% Si 92XX
Boron

i 0.0005% H (min)

Nwnber

1XXX
lOXX
11XX
13XX
2XXX
23X
25XX
3XXX
31XX
33XX

30XXX
4XXX
40XX
41XX
43XX
46XX

Material

I Carbon steels

I
,Plain carbon
Free machining
Manganese (intermediate)
Nickel
3.5%Ni
5.0%Ni
Nickel chromium
1.25% Ni, 0.75% Cr
3.5% Ni, 1.50% Cr
Corrosion and
scale-resistant

I Molybdenwn
I CoMo
I Cr-Mo
i Ni-Cr-Mo
I . .I NI-Mo(1.75% Nl)
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predominant alloying element. TIle Iar.t two or tlu'ee digits usually indicate

tile mean carbon content divi~ by 100. Thus tile symbol 2520 indicates a

nickel steel of approximately 5 percent nickel and 0.20 percent carbon. In

addition to tile numbers, AlSI specifications may include a letter prefix to

indicate tile manufacturing process employed in producing tile steel. SAE

specification~ now employ the same four digit numerical designation~ as the

AlSI !>'pecifications, witll tile elimination of all letter prefixes. Some

representative standard steel specification~ are given for plain carbon and

fi'ee machine !>teelin Table 2-2 and for alloy !>teelsin Table 2-3.

NICKEL STEELS:

Nickel is one of tile olde!>1,mo!>tfundamental steel alloying element. It has

unlimited solubility in gramma iron and is higher soluble in ferrite. Nickel

lowers tile critical temperatures of steel and does not fonn any carbides

which may be difficult to dissolve during austenitizing. Nickel also reduces

tile carbon content of tile eute\,'toid, tIlerefore, tile !>tmcture of unhardened

nickel steels contain~ a higher percentage of pearlite fonns at a lower

temperatw'e. It is rmer and tougher tllan tile pearlite in unalloyed steels.

These factors pennit the attainment of given slfength levels at lower carbon
.~..

content, thus increasing touglllless, plar.ticity and resistance. Nickel steels

are highly suited for high strength stmctural steels which are used in the liS-

rolled condition. TIle 3.5 percent nickel steels Witll low carbon are used

exten~ively for carburizing of drive gears, connecting-rod, bolts, stud~ lind

kingpins. TIle 5 percent nickel steels provide increased toughness and are

used for heavy duty applications such as bus and tmck gears.
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TABlE-2.2 Standard -steel Specifications (9)

%S max SAE NO,%Pmax%Mn%C
"---------------------------
jAlSINO*,

3.13 max 0.70-1.00 0.07-0.12 0.16-0.23 1112

0.13 max 0.70-1.00 0.07-0,12 0.24-0.33 1113

PLAlN-CARI::lON STEELS

IC1010 0.08-0.13 0.03-0,60 0.04 0.05 1010 IC1015 0.13-0.18 0.30-0.60 0.04 0.05 1015CI020 0.18-0.23 0.30-0.60 0.04 0.05 1020C1025 0.22-0.28 0.30-0.60 0.04 0.05 1025C1030 0.28-0.34 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1030CI035 .0.32-0.38 0.60-0.90 0,04 0.05 1035C1040 0.37-0.44 0.60-0.90 0,04 0.05 1040
C1045 0.43-0.50 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1045
C1050 0.48-0.55 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1050
C1055 0.50-0.60 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1055
C1060 0.55-0.65 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1060
C1065 0.60-0.70 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1065
CI070 0.65-0.75 0.60-0,90 0.04 0.05 1070
C1074 0.70-0.80 0.50-0.80 0.04 0.05 1074
C1080 0.75-0.88 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.06 1080
C1085 0.80-0.93 0.70-1.00 0.04 0.05 1035CI090 0.85-0.93 0.60-0.90 0.04 0.05 1090C1095 0.90-1.03 0.30-0.50 0.04 0.05 1095

FREE-MACHINING CARBON STEELS I
Bll12 O.13max 0.70-1.00 0.07-0.12 0.16-0.23 11121::l1I13 O.13max 0.70-1.00 0.07-0.12 0.24-0.33 1113
CIllO 0.08-0.13 0.30-0.60 0.04 0.08-0.13
CII13 0,10-0.16 1.00-1.30 0.04 0.24-0.33

I
Cll15 0.13-0.16 v.60-0.90 0.04 0.08-0.13 1115
Cll20 0.18-0.23 0.70-1.00 0.04 0.08-0.13 1I20..,;;.~.,;

I
Cl137 0.32-0.39 1.35-1.65 0:04 0.08-0.13 1137C1141 0.37-0.45 1.35-1.65 0.04 0.08-0.13 1I41
IC1212
I
IC1213
I
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TABLE 2.3 (9) Alloy steel Specefication

AISINO. o/oC %Mn %Ni O;oCr %MO %'1 SAE

1330 0.2S-0.33 1.60-1.90 1330
1340 0.38-0.43 1.60-1.90 1340
2317 0.15-0.20 0.40-0.60 3.25-3.75 2315
2330 0.26-0.33 0.60-0.80 3.25-3.75 2330
E2512 0.09-0.14 0.45-0.60 4.75-5.25
2515 0.12-0.17 0.40-0.60 4.75-5.25 2515
3115 0.13-0.18 0.40-0.60 1.10-11*> 0.55-0.05 3115
3130 0.28-0.33 0.60-0.80 1.10-1.40 0.55-0.75 3130
3140 0.38-0.43 0.70-0.90 1.10-1.40 0.55-0.75 3140
E3310 0.08-0.13 0.45-0.60 365-3.75 1.40-1075 3310

14023 0.20-0.25 0.7000.90 0.20- 0.30 4023

1037 0.35-0.40 0.70-0.90 0.20-0.30 4037
4419 0.18-0.23 0.45-0.65 0.45-0.60 4419
4118 0.18-0.23 0.70-0.90 0.40-0.60 0.08-0.15 4118
4130 0.28-0.33 0.40-0.60 0.80-1.10 0.15-0.25 4130
4140 0.38-0.43 0.75-1.00 0.80-1.10 0.15-0.25 4140 I
4150 0.48-0.53 0.75-1.00 0.80-1.10 0.15-0.25 4150 I
4320 0.17-0.22.0.45-0.60 1.65-2.00 0.47-0.60 0.20-0.30 4320
4340 0.38-0.43. 0.60-0.80 1.65-2.00 0.70-0.90 0.20-0.30 4340
4720 0.17-0.22 0.50-0.70 0.90-1.20 0.35-0.55 0.15-0.26 4720
4620 0.17-0.22 0.45-0.60 1.65-2.00 0.20-0.30 4620 I
4626 0.24-0.29 0.45-0.65 0.70-1.00 0.15-0.25 4626
4820 0.18-0.23 0.50-0.70 3.25-1.75 0.20-0.30 4820
5120 0.17-0.22 0.70-0.90 0.70-0.90 5120
5130 0.28-0.33 0.70-0.90 0.80-1.10 5130
5140 0.38-0.45 0.70-0.90 0.70-0.90 5141
5150 0.48-0.53 0.70-0.90 0.70-0.90 5150
E52100 0.95-1.10 0.25-0.45 1.30-1.60 52100
6118 0.16-0.21 0.50-0.70 0.50-0.70 0.12 6118
6150 0.48-0.53 0.70-0.90 0.80-0.10 0.15 6150 I
8620 0.18-0.23 0.70-0.90 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.60 0.15-0.25 8620
8630 0.28-0.33 0.70-0.90 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.60 0.15-0.25 8630 I
8640 0.38-0.43 0.75-1.00 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.60 0.15-0.25 8640 I
8720 0.18-0.23 0.70-0.90 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.60 0.20-0.30 8720
8740 0.38-0.43 0.75-1.00 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.60 0.20-0.30 8740
SS22 0.20-0.25 0.75-1.00 0.40-0.70 0.40-0.50 0.20-0.40 SS22
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CHROMIUM STEELS:

ChromiUm is a less expensive alloying element than nickel and fonns simple

carbides or complex carbides. These carbides chromium is soluble up to

about 13 percent in gamma iron and has unlimited solubility in ferrite. In

low-carbon steels, chromium tends to go into solution, thus increasing the

strength and toughness of the ferrite. When chromium is present in amount

in excess of 5 percent the high temperature properties and corrosion

resistance of the steel are greatly improved

The plain-chromium steels contain between 0.15 and 0.64 percent carbon

and between 0.70 and 1.15 percent chromium. The low-carbon alloy steels

are usually carburized. The presence of chromium increases the wear

resistance of the case, but the toughness in the case is not so high as the

nickel steels. with medium carbon, these steels are oil hardened and are used

for spring, engine bolts, studs, axles etc.

NICKEL-CHROMIUM STEELS:

In these steels the ratio of nickel to chromium is approxinlately 2.50 parts

nickel to I part chromium. The effect of nickel in increasing toughness and

ductility is combined with the effect of chromium is improving hardenability

and wear resistance. The combined effect of two or more alloying elements

on hardenability is usually greater than the sum of the effects of the same

alloying elements used separately.
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TIle low carbon nickel c!u'omlUmalloy ~1eelsare carburized. The c\u'omium

supplies the wear resistance to the case, while both alloying elements

improve the tougiUless of the core. TIlese are used for wonll gears, pi~10tl

pins etc. For heavy duty applications such as aircraft gears, shafts, and cam

can be used.

MOLYBDENUM STEELS:

Molybdenum is a relatively expensive alloying element. It has a limited

solubility in gamma and alpha iron, and is a strong carbide fonner.

Molybdenum has a strong effect on hardenability as like C!u'omium. It

increases the high temperature hardness and strength of steels. This element

is mo~1often used in combination with nickel or c1u'omium or both nickel

and chromium. For carburizing applications it improves the wear resistl1nce

of the case and the tougiUless oftlle core. TIle plain-molybdenum ~1eelsmld

with low carbon content are generally carburized and l1re used for shafts,

transmission gears, witll higller carbon content tlley have been used for

automotive coil and leaf spring. The chromium-molybdenum steels l1re

relatively cheap and possess good hardening chm'acteristics, ductility mld

weldability.

The nickel molybdenum steels have the advantages of the high strength and

ductility ii-om nickel, combined with hardening mld improved mach

machinability imparted by molybdenum. They have good toughness

combined with higll fatigue ~'tl'engthand wem' resistmlce. T:ley m'e used for

transmission gears, chain pins, shafts and h~arings. The triple alloy nickel

c1u'omium molybdenum steels have tlle advantages of tlle nickel chromium
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steel along with the high harJenal>ility impaIted by molybdenum. They are

used exten~ively in the aircraft industry for the stmctural parts of the wing

assembly.

MANGANESE STEELS:

MaIlgaIleSe is one of the lea&texpaIlSive alloying elements aIld is present in

all steels liS II deoxidizeI'. This element is II wellk carbide former and has a

moderate effect on llll1'denability, like nickel, maIlgaIleSe lowers the critical

range and decease the carbon content of the eutectoid. These steels are used

for geaI'S,shaft, axles etc.

TUNGSTEN STEEL:

Tungsten has a 1llll1'kedeffect onllll1'denability, is a strong caI'bide fonner, In

general, the effect of tungsten in steel is similar to that of molybdenum

although laI'ger qUaIltities aI'e required. Since twlgstell is relativdy

expan~ive and large quantities are necessary to obt<lin an appreciable effect,

it is not used ill general engineering steels. Tungsten is used pattkularly in

tool steels.

VANADIUM STEELS:

Vanadium is the most expensive of the common alloying elements, It is a

powerful deoxidizer aIld a strong caI'bide fonner. The low caI'bon c1u'omium

vanlldium steels lire used in the case hardening condition in the manufacture

of pins aIld craIlk shafts. The medium caI'bon c1u'omium vaIladiulli steels
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have high touglmess and ;;trength and art used for axles and springs. The

high carbon grade with high hardness and resist~nce is used for bearing and

tools.

SILICON STEELS:

Silicon, like manganese, is present in all steels as a cheap deoxidizer like

nickel, silicon is not a carbide former but rather dissolves in ferrite, increase

!>1rengthand touglmess. A properly balanced combined of manganese are

silicon produces a steel with usually high strength and with good ductility

and touglmess. TIus siliconmlll~ganese !>tee1is widely used for coil lllid leaf

springs and also for chisels and punches.

STAINLESS STEELS:

Stainless steels are used for both corrosion and heat resisting application.

TIle conosion resi!>tingpropet'ty is due to thin, adherent, stable c1u.omium

oxide or nickel oxide film the effectively protects the steel against. many

cOll"oding media. TIus propet'ty is not evident in the low-chromium

stmc1ura! steel and is apparent only when the chronllum content exceeds

about 10 perCetlt.

TIle e1flX."1of different element in steel is shown in Table 2.2
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Table 2.4 specific effects of Alloying elements in steel

t. __.

Element
Chromium i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

Nickel i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Manganese i)
ii)
iii)

Molybdenum i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Tungsten i)
ii)
iii)

Vanadium i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Effect
Increase resistance to corrosion and oxidation.
Increase depth of hardening.
Add~some strength at high temperature.
Rl:llislsabrasion and wear with high carbon.

Strengthens unquenched steels.
Toughens pearlitric ferritic steels.
Fine grains are produced
coefficient of expansion is lowered.
Resistance to corrosion is increased.

Increase hardenability.
Austenite is stabilized.
Resistance to abrasion is increased.

Raisl:ll \..Teepslrenglh, red hardness.
Increases corrosion resistance in stainless steel.
Forms abrasion resisting particles.
Cutting hardness is increased.
Hardness at high temperature is increased.

Forms hard, abrasion resistant particles in tool steels.
Promotes hardness and strength at elevated temperature.
Refmement of grain structure takes place.

Increases hardenability .'
Resist~ tempering and causes marked secondary hardening.
Rl:llistance to abrasion is in\..Teased.
Tensile strength is increased.

Silicon i)
ii)
iii)

Used as general purpose deoxidizer.
Improves oxidation resistance.
Strengthens low alloy steels.

Nickel and
cronuum i) Tensile strength is increase.

ii) Increase resistance to corrosion.

. ...J
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2.1.3 TENSILE PROPERTIES OF STEEL (161

For the conunercial importance of felTous materials, a great deal of work

h~s been done in cOlTel~ting their temile properties with composition and

llli':1'0s1lUcture,TIle tensile propelties of atUlealed atld nonnalized steels at'e

controlled by the flow and fr~cture char~cteristics of the ferrite and by the

atllOunt, shape atld di~tribution of cementite. TIle ~trengtJl of tJle ferrite

depend~ on the amount of alloying elements in solid solution ~nd the ferrite

grain size. TIle cat'oon content has a very ~trong effect because it controls tJle

~mount of cementite present either ~s pe~rlite or ~sspheroidite. The strength

increases atld ductility de':1'easesWitJlincreasing cat'oon contents because of

the increased amount of cementite in the microstmcture, A normalized steel

will have higher strengtJl tJlatl a.natUlealed~teel because the more rapid rate

of cooling used in the normalizing treatment causes the tr~I1~form~tion to

peat'lite to occur at a lower temperature, atld finer peat'lite spacing results.

Difference in ten~ile properties due to the shape of the cementite p~rticles are

shown in tJle fig, 2.1 where tJle tensile properties of a spheroidized ~llucture

for ~ steel with the Mme caroon content.

The best combin~tion of strength ~nd ductility is obtained in steel which has

been quenched to a fully mattensitic sttucture atld tJlen tempered. TIle be~1

criterion for comparing the ten~ile properties of quenched and tempered steel

is on the basis of atl as quenched sttucture of 100 pel'cent lllattensite. Fig 2.2

shows the hardness of marten~ite as a fimction of c:~rooncontent for different

total amounts of lIlattensitic in the nl.icro~ll'uctUl'e,TIle relation between

r:.. '. ti'" ,r
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tensile ~1rengthand hardness for heat treated, atUlealed atld nOllnalized steel

,is shown in the fig 2.3.

The mechanical properties of a quenched and tempered steel may be altered

by chlU'ging the tempering temperature. Fig 2.4 shows how hat'dness and

tensile properties vary with tempering temperature for an SAE 4340 steel.

For low alloy ~1eels containing 0.3 to 0.5 percent cat'bon which are

quenched to essentially 100 percent mmensite and then tempered back to

atlYgiven tensile ~1rengthin t11eratlge 700 to 1400 Mpa, the common tensile

properties will have a relatively fixed value, depending only on the tensi.le

strengt11.Fig.2.5 shows t11isrelationship between t11emeChatlical propet1ies

of steel with tempered maI1ensitic stmcture.

2.1.4 MATERIAL FOR BOLTS AND NUTS(11)

k"~~t
Bolts and Nuts may be made "trom several different grades of steel, a.~long

as t11e fUlished fastenet. meets t11e specified ~tretlgt11requirements. The

carbon and alloy constmctional steel are used to produce fasteners intended

for use undet. diffet'ent Setvice conditions,

TIle purchaser of steel 1><)1tsand nuts usually selec1s t11edesired &trength

level by specifying a grade' or class in the widel:,' a~ed SAE and ISO

~pecification, TIle producer t11ellselect a pat1iculat, ~1eel ii-om the broad

specifications, This allows the producers freedom to use the most

economical material consi~1ellt wit11 their equipment atld production

procedures to meet the specified mechanical properties. This situation has

forced producers to adopt SUb&1atltial1ythe SatHematlUfacturing process tor

/,

(, (
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a given class of product, which has resulted in a certain degree of steel

standardization.

The strength level of a bolt and nut is designated by its strength grade or

pl'Opet1yclass number the greater the number, the higher the stretlgth level.

A second number, following a decinml point, is sometimes anded to

represent a variation of the product with in the getlet'al S1retlgth level .SAE

strength grade numbers are often used for mechanical fasteners made to the

united states systetn of inch dimetlSions, wlnle the property class numbers

defmed in ISO recommendation are used for metric fasteners.

STEELS FOR THREADED FASTENERS

Many different low-carbon, medium carbon and alloy constmctional steels

are used to make all of the various strength grades and propelty classes of

threaded steel fasteners suitable for service between -50 and + 2000 C (-65

and + 400
0
F) .The chemical composition of these steels used for the grades

and cla.",,~softhreaded steel fasteners listed in Table 2.5 and 2.6 are given

in Table 2.7 and 2.8. TIle following se...'tiollSdiscuss the selection and

processing of these steels for each type of bolt and nut.

BOLT STEELS

As previously noted, the producer of bolts is fi'ee to use any steel within the

grade and class limitations of Table 2.7 to attain the propertie' of the

specified grade or class in Table 2.5. As strengtll requirements and section

size increase, hardenability becomes the most important factor.

1,"

(
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Sometimes, specific applications require closer control, and the purchaser

will consequently specifY the steel composition. However, except where a

patticular "teel is absolutely uecessat)', tllis practice is losing favor. A

specific steel may not be well-suited to the fastener producers processing

facilities, specification of such a "teelmay result in unnecessat'ily high cost

to the purchaser.

.'.i;

SELECTION OF STEEL FOR NUT

The selection of steel for nuts is less critical than for bolts. The nut is usually

not made from the Satne material as the bolt. Table 2.8 gives the chemical

composition requirements for each property grade and clas.<;of steel nut is

shown in Table 2.6 .

Materials li"ted in the above tables are not readily available in the Iocu!

market. Moreover it is not easy to import these material in small quantities.

Available materials at'e mo"lly wllmown composition. For tllis reason atl

alternative way to use scrap material with suitable heat treatment.

2.2 SURFACE HARDENING OF STEEL

SUliace hardening is a selective heat treatment in which the sUliace layer of

a metal are hardened to a certain depth. The principal purpose of surface

hat'detung is to increase tlle hat'dness atld weat. resistance of the sUliaces of

metal articles. At the same time, the reliability in operation of a machine

componetlt is increased along with tlle fatigue limit.

I ~l
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Table 2.5 Mechanical properties of staal bolts (111

Strength
grade or
property class

Nominal
diameter

Proof stroos
, pa 1

SAE Strength Grades
1 1/4_11/2 in
2 1/4_ 3/4 in

>%-11/4 in
5 1/4_ lin
5.2 1/4_ 1 in
7 1/1_11/2 in
8 1/4-1

1/2 in
8.1 1/4-11/2 in
8.2 1/4- 1 in
ISO Property Classes
4.6 5- 36mm
4.8 1.6-16mm
5.8 5- 24mm
8.8 16-36mm
9.8 1.6-16mm
10.9 5- 36mm
12.9 1.6-36mm

225 33
380 55
225 33
585 85 I
585 8.~
725 105
830 120
830 120
830 120

225 33
310 45
380 55
600 87
650 94
830 120
970 141

"
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Table 2.6 Mechanical properties of steel nuts.~.

Strength
grade or
property class

Nominal
diameter

Proof strees
Mpa Ksl

SAE Strength Grades
2 I, I I, . 620 90'4- '2 III

5
1/
4
_ lin 830 120

750 109
>1. 11/2 in 725 105

650 94

8 1/
4
_% In 1035 150

>4/
8
_ lin 1035 150

>1- 11, . 1035 150'2 In
ISO Property Classes
5 5-36 mm 570 83

5 1.6-4 mm 900 131
4-16 mm 990 144
20-36 nUll 910 132

10 5-36 mm 1040 151
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Table 2.7 Chemical compositions of steel bolts

Strenght
grade or Composition, %
property class Material and treatment C p S

SAE Strength Grades I
1 Low or medium-carbon steel u.ss U.U4ll U.USll
2 Low or medium-carbon steel 0.28 0.048 0.058
4 Medium-carbon cold drawn steel 0.55 0.048 0.058 I5 Medium-earbon stee~ quenched 0.28-0.55 0.048 0.058 Iand tempered I5.2 Low-carbon martensitic. steel fully 0.15-0.25 0.048 0.058

killed, fine grain, quen~hed and
tempered

7 Medium-carbon alloy stee~ quenched 0.28-0.55 0.040 0.045
and tempered

8.1 Drawn stccl for elevated-temperature 0.28-0.55 0.040 0.045
service; medium-carbon alloy steel
or 1541 steel

8.2 Low-carbon martensitie stee~ fully 0.15-0.25 0.048 0.058
killed, fine grain, quenched and
tempered

I
ISO Property Classes I
4.6 Low or medium-carbon steel 0.55 0.048 0.058 I
4.8 Low- or medium-carbon stee~ par- 0.55 0.048 0.058

liaIly or fully annealed as required
r .ow or medium-carhon steel, cold 0.13-0.55 0.048 worked

8.8 Medium-carbon stee~ quenched and 0.28-0.55 0.048 0.058
tempered

9.8 Mcdium-carbon stcc~ quenched and 0.28-0.55 0.048 0.058
tempered

10.9 Medium-carbon alloy stee~ quenched 0.28-v.55 0.040 0.045
and tempered

12.9 Alloy stee~ quenched and tempered 0.31-0.65 0.045 0.045

•
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Table 2.8 Chemical Compositions of steel nuts

'-_.
IStrenght

grade or Composition
Property C Mn P S
Class max mm max max

SAE Strength Grades
2 0.47 0.12 0.15
5 0,55 0.30 0,15 0,15
8 0.55 0,30 0.04 0,05

~SOProperty Classes
5 0.55 0,12 0.15
9 0.55 0,30 0,05 0,15
10 0.55 0.30 0,04 0,05
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2.2.1 CARBURIZING PROCESS

Carburizing is the most satisfactory and widely used method of sunace

hardening of low carbon ~1eel. It is tlle process of adding carbon to the

sunace layer of steel. Since the object of sunace hardening is to obtain a

hard, wear resi~1ant swface Witll a tough interior, tlle fin,1 consideration is

the selection of a low carbon (usually less than 0.20 percent carbon) steel. It

is tlletl subjected to carburization to an extetlt of eutectoid-hypet. eutectoid

composition and by subsequetlt heat treatmetlt to the desired hardness. There

are tllree genet'almetllOcb of carburization, each differing in technique, they

are as follows:

(1) Solid or pack caburization, 2) Liquid caburizlltion and (3) Gas

cabw1zation. TIle choice of ilie metllOd to be followed depends upon the

type of case wanted.

The depth of carburization depends on tinle, temperature and the type of

mixture used. TIle pack carbw'ization is economical and advantageous for

small machine parts.

2.2.2 THEORY OF CARBURIZATION

The carburization of steel m:IY be considered ,),. ,ile b<1sis of two

fundamental concepts. TIle fir~1is tlle diffusion, influenced by the properties

of the steel and concerned with the movemetlt of cHbon in the steel itself; the

second deals with the source supplying tlle carbon and with the transfer of

~' I. (

f
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carbon to the steel surface. TIlese two general concepts may be described

hriolfly.

(I) Fick's Jaw of diffusion: Fick's first law descrihes diffusion under

.equilibrium conditions and is stated mathematically by the following
fonnula (2.3)

Where DI is the diffusion co-efficient and J1 is the r~st!lti:1g flux gradient.

Fick's second low expresses the non equilibriu~l condition" of diffusion

where the concentration, at a point, charges with respect to time.

de
dt

= d (D de)
dx . 1 dx'

The value of the diffusion co-efficient is critical in any ca!cu!<)tion dealing

with carburizing or any other difthsion process. TIle diflhsion co-efficient D

is defmed by

Where Do is th, tempernture independent multiplicator in cm2/scc; Q is the

heat of diffusion ( activation energy, i,e- the energy required for one atom to

jump to a new portion in the lattice) in cal gram-Mom; R is the gas comtnni

(J. 9R); and"T i~the ahsolute kmperature in degree f\:e1vin. TIle gr.:-akr is

the vahle of Q, the smaller is the val\}.~of D at a .given temperature and

hence the glower ig the rate of diffugioll.

[
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(2) The equilibrium state for chemical reactions: The equilibrium state for

chemical r_ons may be represented by numerical constant, Kp, derived
.:;...

from the general expression

LogKp= AfT -B

Where Kp is a numerical factor termed the "equilibrium constant" which is

derived from the values for the concentrations of the reactants and products

of a chemical reaction. The subscript P denotes the dependency of the

chemical reaction on pressure. T is the absolute temperature at which the

reaction takes place. A and B are constants derived for the particular

reaction.

Instead of being developed in a formal way from basic principals the

mechanism of carburization may be analyzed from the view point of carbon

flow by stating the controlling factors. These factors may be divided for

discussion in two distinct groups.

(1) Factors that control the flow carbon in iron and

(2) Factors that influence the transfer of carbon to the iron surface.

The mechanism may be explained as follows:
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2.2.3 FLOW OF CARBON IN IRON

Carburizing is concerned with the solid solution of carbon in austenite. The

limit of carbon content of this phase depends on the temperature and

composition of the steel. The solid solution of carbon in gamma iron is an

interstitial type of solid solution. t\s is evident from the iron and iron carbide

thermal equilibrium diagram Fig. 2.6 at temperature below about 9100 C

pure iron occurs as a body centeted cubic structure. Above 9100 C there is

a temperature range in which iron has a face centered cubic structure. In

face centered cubic lattice, a relatively large unoccupied "void space" exist

in the unit cell. Carbon being an extremely small atom can move into this

void space to produce a solid solution of iron and carbon. When iron has a

body centered cubic structure at lower temperature, the interstices between

the iron atoms becomes much smaller and consequently the solubility of

carbon in body centered cubic iron is relatively small.

The penetration of carbon into the iron forming steel will depend upon the

temperature, the time at temperature, and the carburizating agent. Since the

solubility of carbon in steel is greater above the AC3 temperature,

carburization takes place most readily above this temperature. Furthermore,

the higher the temperature the greater the rate of carbon penetration, since

the rate of diffusion is greater. The curburizing temperature is an important

factor and is usually maintained within 9000 to 9250C for steels with alloy

additions a some higher temperature is required. The depth of carbon

penetration depends mostly upon the holding time.
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TIle rate of flow of carbon in au~1enite depends on values for the diffusion

co-efficieiJ.tand characteristics of the concentration gradient. The diffhsion

co-efficient is a function of temperature and carbon concentration. TIle

diffhsion of carbon proceeds from the higher concentration developed from

the supply sources, to the lower concentration of the core. TIle case depth for

a carburized machine parts may be considered to be the extent' of carbon

concentration which on heat treatment provides the desired unifol111

mechanical propert.ies. The case depth fi)r a carburized steel is a fimction of

temperature and time._ _ _
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F,E, Hall'is(151developed fonuula for the effect of time and temperature on

case depth ,fi)rnormal carburizing,

Case depth = 31. 6 --i!oO/T ~,10

Where case depth is in inches; t is time at temperature in hour&, and T is the

.absolute temperature, in degrees kankine.

For a specific carburizing temperature, the relation becomes simply

Case depth =K v1
= O,025~ for 17000F

=O,021"t for !6500F

= om 8" t for 160GoF

Diffusion co-dIicient ValY with the nature of thll solute atoms, with the

nature of the solid stnlctllfe, and with changes in temperature. Higher

temperatures provide higher diffusion coefticieilts because the atoms has

higher thermal energies and therefore greater probabilities ,If being activated

over the energy ball'ier between atoms. Carbon !las a higher diffusion co-

efficient in iron because the carbon atom is small one. Carbon Moms have

higher diffusion coefficients ill BCC iron thai} ill FCC iron because tk

fI.-rmerhas a lower alomic packing factor.
\~

2.2.4 FLOW OF CARBON FROM SUPPLY SOURCE

The primaJY function of carburizing media is to fhmish all adequate supply

of CArbonto the steel surtilce. The transfer of carbon Ii'om the source of

supply to the s-teel is it:volved with reaction occuring at this surface. The
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carburizing agent responsible for the actual transfer of carbon is carbon

compound. The external to which various carbon compound may supply

carbon is related to the conditions that determine the equilibrium with the

surface of the steel. The equilibrium composition of the reactants and

products is a function of temperature and also of the carbon concentration at

the surface.

Low carbon steels when heated to the carburizing temperature, will be

completely transformed into austenite. At the carburizing temperature

austenitic iron is capable of holding in solid solution an amount of carbon

approaching the saturation limit of 1.7 percent, When a source of carbon,

such as carbon monoxide is brought into contact with the steel in this

condition, there will be transfer of carbon from the gas to the steel.

In pack. carburization the carburizing compound is in reality the gas

producer. In other words, the carbon monoxide is the result of the reaction

between the carbonaceous compound and the oxygen from the air. The CO

thus formed will be dissociated in presence of austenitic iron to give atomic

carbon which will then be absorbed in it according to the following

equation

2 CO= (C) +C02

Where (C) is the carbon dissolved in austenite at the steel surface. Without a

further supply of CO this reaction between CO, CO2 and austenite would

soon reach equilibrium and carburization would stop. Herty states that the

CO: CO2 ratio number above 24 for the above reaction to proceed and also

that the rate of penetration must be above 0.01 to 0,02 rom per hour. Since,

CO2 at carburizing temperature, there is always a large amount of carbon
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present, the will be COIlf>1antlyreduced, so that there will be continous supply

of CO according to the reaction

. CO2+C=2CO

This cycle continues to repeat itself: and the process of carburizing will

continue as long as the proper temperature are maintained and the CO: CO
2

ratio is kept high enough, In this case the carbon will be absorbed, the

concentration of carbon will ~"built up at the sUlface and will then move
.• .1<'.

inward according to the simple laws of diffusion of heat or dissolved

sUb!.iances, i,e,- fi'om region of higher concentration to on of lower

concentration as stated earlier,

2.2.5 PACK CARBURIZING (3)

In this process solid carburizers are used, The chief carburizers for pack

carburizing are activated charcoal in grains fi'om 3,5 to 10 nun in diameter,

coal semi coke, and peat coke, Carbonates are added to the charcoal to

accelerate the caJ'burizillg process, TIley indude bariulll caJ'bonate and soda

ash (Sodium carbonate) which are added in an amount from 10 to 40

percent oftlle weight oftlle dlaJ'coal.

Work pieces, which aJ'eto be pack caJ'burized, aJ'efil"'i c1eaJledof dilt, SC3.',:,

and mst, They are then placed in a welded steel box. Their service life is

about 250-300 hours ,TIle box is covered with caJ'burizers of 40-45 nUll

thick layer shown in figure 2.7, The workpieces are placed on this layer with

spaces of 20-25 nun between tllen aJld tlle box wall, TIlen they Me covered

with a layer of carburizer, 20-25 mm thick. The upper row is covered with a

layer of 40-50 nUll tllick, The hox is closed with a layer of clay. TIle
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carburizing temperature range from 9000 to 9300C. 111etotal time required

on the specific depth of the carburized case. The deeper the case required,

the longer the holding time should be at the carburizing temperature. 111e

holding time is assigned on the basis of 0.1-0.12 rum per hour for cases up!o
1..5nun deep.

Fig 2.7 Packing workpieces in a box for carburizing.

( I-test bar, 2-cover, 3-box, 4-workpiece, 5-carburizer, 6-lufe.)

2.2.6 HEAT TREATMENT OF CARBURIZED STEEL (3,9)

111eobject of cal'burization is to develop a hard, wear resistant surface and a

tough core in some moving parts. Carburiz" lion mainly provides the

concentration of carbon on the sUlface to a case deptll of about 1/16 to 1/10

inch. The case of the carburized parts is a eutcetoid or hyper eutcetoid steel

and tlle core is a hypo-eutectoid steel of initial composition containing fi'om

0.1 to 0.2 percent carbon. The mechanical properties of the case and of the

core of tlle machine Pilli will be obsiously different due to differential

concentration of carbon and in the unheattreated condition the properties

may not be sufficient to meet tlle service requirements. Hence tlle carburized

:'~
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machine patts at'e heat treated to get higher mechanical propetties namely

hardness at the sUlface and toughness at the core. Since the carburized

mechine pat1 gets vat'iable cat'bon concentration. in it, a double heat

treatment is required, one for the core which is expected to be tough and the

other for the case which is designed to be hat'd, weat' resistatlt. Highly

satisfactory results <Ireobt<tinedby heating the carburized machine part 100°

F above the upper Cl'itical temperature of the core atld the quenched in

water, The machine part is again heated to a temperature 60° F above its

lower Cl'itical temperature by water or oil quenching atld then tempet'ing at

1500 to 1800e.

2.3 HARDNESS TESTING (5,9)

Hardness is a material characteristic which can be defined in terms of

resistatlce to. defonnation. TIle degree of hat'dness of a material can be

manifested in a number of different ways depending upon the conditions to

which the matedal is subjected. In metals, the most commonly used measure

of hardness depends upon the resistMce to penetration by much harder body.

Hat'dness may also be matlifested as a resistance to abrasion or weat', as a

resistllnce to cutting, as a resistllnce to crushing, as a resistance to

defonnation as in tension or compression. TIle best exatnple of the

correlation between hardness and other mechanical properties is provided by

quenched atld tempered steels. Where a hat'dness measurement pennits a

good estimate of most of the other mechanical properties. Hardness test are

especially well adopted to checks of unifonnity of product, because of the

great ease with which they can be made.

( .....

•
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There are different. types of hardness test most widely used as fullows:-

1) Brinell hardness test

2) Rockwell hardness test

3) Vickers hardness test

2.3.1 BRINElL HARDNESS TEST

The Brinell hardness tester usually consist of hand operated vertical

hydraulic Press, designed to force a ball indentor p into the test specimen.

Standard procedure requires that the test be made with a ball of 10m m

diameter under a load of 3000 kg for ferrous metals or 500 kg fer.

nonferrous metals. For ferrous metals the loaded ball is pressed into the test

specimen fbr at least lOS, for non ferrous metals the time is 30S. The

diameter of the impression produced is measured by means of microscope

containing scale.

The Brinell hardness number (HB) is the ratio of the load in kilograms to

the impressed area III .square millimeters, and is calculated from the

tollowing formula.

HB = L / (ltD/2)(D.,ID2.d2)

where L = test load, kg

D = diameter of ball, mm

d = diameter of impression ,nun

The Brinell hardness number followed by the symbol HB. Standard test

conditions using a ball of 10 m m diameter and a load of 3000 kg applied

for 10 to 15 S . For example, 75 HB 10/500/30 indicates Brinell hardness of
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75 measw'ed with a ball of 10 nun diameter and a load of 500 kg applied for

308.

2.3.2 THE ROCKWELL HARDNESS TEST

The Rockwell hardness test, like Brinell test, measure that aspect of

hardness which manife~1s itself as a resistance to penetration. Because of its

simplicity, and accuracy. The Rockwell test is more widely used today than

any other type of hardness t~1. A wide variety of testing conditions is

available, which pennits over a wide ranges of hardness and also permits

t~1ing of very thin materials.

TIns hardness teb1uses a direct reading instlument based on the principle of

different depth measurement. The test is carried out by slowly raising the

specimen against the indentor willI a fixed lllinor load has been applied.

TIlls is indicated on the dial gauge. Then the major load is applied through a

loaded lever sy~1em.After the dial pointer comes to re~l, tile major load is

removed and, with the nllnor load still acting, the rockwell hardness number

is read on tile dial gauge. Since the order of tile number is reversed on tile

dial gauge, a shallow impression on a hard material will result in a high

number wlnle a deep impression a soft material will result in a low number .

. TIlere are t'vo Rockwell macinnes, tile nonnal te~1er for relatively thick

section~, and the superficial tester for thin section. 1be minor load is 10 kg

on tile nonnal te~1erand 3 kg on tile superficial te~1er.A variety of indentors

and loads may he used, and each combination detennines a particular

Rockwell Scale. Indentors include hard ~1eelballs 1/16,1/8,114 and 1/2 inch
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diameter and a 1200 conical diamond (brale) Point. Major loads are 60, 100

and 150 kg on the normal tester and 15, 30 and 45 kg on the supemcial

te:.1er.

TIle most conunonly used Rockwell Scales are B (1116 inch ball diameter

and 100 kg load) and the C (diamond indenter and 150 kg load) both

obtained with the non11al te&1er.Because of tlle many rockwell scales the

hardness number must be specified by using the symbol HR followed by th~

letter designating tlle scale and preceded by tlle hardness numbers . For

example 82 HRB means Rockwell hardness of 82 measured on the B Scale

(1116 in ball and 100 kg load).

2.3.3 VICKERS HARDNESS TEST:

TIle Vickers hardness test is another class ofte&1swhich measures resi&1ance

to penetration. It is similar in principle to the Brinell test, but utilizes

different indenter and different magnitudes ofloads. TIle indenter used in tlle

vickers test is a square based diamond pyramid, and the hardness value

obtained when using tllis penetrator is fi'equently refel1'ed to as tlle diamond

pyramid hardness. The angle between opposite faces of the pyramid is 136

degrees.

In making tlle vickers te&1,tlle indenter is forced into tlle specimen and tlle

diagonals of the square impression measured and averaged. The diamond

pyramid hardness number is tllencalculated as tlle ratio of tlle applied load

to the surface area of the impression. For the 136 degree square based

pyramid tlle haroness can be calculated fi'om tlle following fonnula.

c
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Diamond pyramid or vickers hardness HV=1.854 P /d2 where, P is the load

in kilograms applied in making impression and . d is the average of the

measured diagonals of the indentation expressed in millimeters.

Tables are available to convert the measured diagonal to vickers pyramid

hardness number. Specimen surface preparation is very important for the

vickers test, and for very light loads should approach a metallographic

polish. Here the load range is usually between 1 and 120 kg.

The vickers test is especially useful at high hardness levels because the

diamond indenter deforms very little as compared to the balls used in the

Brinell test. Up to about 300 Brinell hardness, Vickers number and Brinell

numbers and. particularly indentical, Above 300, the Vickers number

become higher, partially because of the deforIJIation ofthe Brinell ball of the

brinell impression which cause" the 136 degree conical impression is used.

2.3.4 HARDNESS CONVERSION TABLES

The choice of test for a particular hardness determination will depend

on a number of factors, including the size of specimen and the hardness

level. Frequently it may be desirable to convert a hardness reading obtained

on one scale, say Rockwell 'C' to some other scale, say Brinell hardness, tor

purposes of comparison with of the data. Hardnes~ conversion tables have

heen prepared for this purpose. The society of Automotive Engineers and

Amcrican society of testing and materials have jointly prepared a set of

conversion data for steel harder than 220 BRN. which is shown in the Table

2.9.

\
0\

. ...~
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Table 2.9 Hardness & Tensile strength conversion

Rockwell HardnessVickers Brinell. C scale A scale B scale Tons per KilosperHardness No. 150 kl!:load 60 kl!:load 100kl!:load souareit so.m.m100 95 43 54 23 36120 115 47 65 27 42140 135 50 77 31 49160 155 53 83 35 55180 175 56 89 40 63200 195 59 94 44 69220 215 60 97 48 76240 235 20 61 100 52 82260 255 24 63 57 90280 275 27 64 61 96300 295 30 66 65 102320 310 32 67 70 110340 325 34 68 74 117360 345 36 69 77 121380 360 39 70 81 128400 380 40 71 85 134420 395 42 72 88 139440 415 44 73 91 143460 430 45 73 95 150480 445 47 74 98 154500 460 48 75 101 160520 475 49 75 104 164540 490 50 76 107 169560 505 51 76 110 173580 520 52 77 112 176600 535 54 77 115 181620 545 55 78 117 184640 560 56 78 120 189660 570 57 79 122 192680 585 57 80 126 198700 595 58 81 129 203725 605 59 81 131 206740 630 61 82 136 214800 62 82 140 220850 63 83 145 228900 65 83 ISO 236950 66 841000 68 841100 69 851200 70 87

I
.~.~



CHAPTER-3
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THREAD

3.1 Kinds ofthreads (17)

The sharp crest and root of the V-thread, Fig 3.1(a) occasionally cut on lathes are

undesirable. The thin material is easily injured because the concentration of ;,1ress

at the root of the thread is large. William sellers proposed (1864) the form in fig

3. I (b), with flat crest and root, which particularly removes tlle wea1mer of tlle v

thread. The Sellers thread was the U.S standard for many years.

TIle whitwortll tllread (184 I), fig 3. I (c) witll round cre;,ts and roots, has been the

standard in Britain. It has better fatigue strength, because of the rounded root, than

the seller tlu'ead.

(a) V-Thread

Fig. 3. I TIu'ead fonus for screws.

TIle CUll'entU.S ;,1andanl, shown in Fig 3.2 is in agreement Witll tlle intemational

(USA, Britain, Canada) Unified standard. The standard has the 60° thread angle of

tlle old American ;,1andardand tlle optional rounded root of tlle British standard for

an external thread. The crest may be either flat or rounded, as shown. There are

similar choices for tlle intemal tlu'ead, Fig 3. I (b)

'.

-:--. -./
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I
I
H

la) Extemal Threads
p-

(b) InlerR&1 Thread

Min. Major
~ia.

Fig-3,2 : Unified screw thread H=O.866p and P=Pitch,

The major diameter is the diameter of the imaginary cylinder that bound~ the crest.~

.of an extemal tlu'eads and tile roots of an intemal tlu'ead. It is the large~1diameter

of the screw thread. This dimen~ion has been called the outer diameter, The size of

a SC1'ewis its nominal major diameter. TIle minor diameter is tile diameter of the

imaginary cylinder that bound~ the roots of an external thread or the crests of an

intemal tlu'ead. TIlis dimension has oeen conullonly called tile root diameter, TIle

pitch P is the axial distance from a point on a screw to a corresponding point on the

adjacent tlu'ead,

P (inches) . = 1 ! Number oftlu'ead pel' inch

TIle lead is the di~1ance in inches a Sl,,'rewtlu'ead (a helix) advances axially in one

tum. On a single thread screw, the lead and pitch are identical, on a double thread

screw, tile lead is twice tile pitch, on a triple tlu'ead screw, tile lead is tlu'ee times the

pitch.
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3.2 Standard threads

TIlere are a number of ~1andard threads, some quite specialized, Table 3.2 gives

certain data for some widely used thread~. The coarse thread series (designated

UNe) is reconuuended for generally use, where jar and vibration are not important

factors, where disassembly of parts is frequent. The fine thread series (designated

UNF) is fi'equent1yused in automotive and aircraft work. Especially where Jar and

vibration are present and where fme adjustment is required.

The extra [me thread senes (designated UNEF) is particularly useful in

. aeronautical equipment. It is suitable where t1lin walled material is to be tIu'eaded,

where fme adjustment are required and where jar and vibration are excessive.

TIle 8 tIu'ead series (designated 8UN), Table 3:2 is used on bolts for high press!!),,;

Pipe flanges, cylinder lead stud~, etc. There are several constant series, for

example, 12 UN, 16UN, 20UN (under fine, Table 3.3).

3.3 Methods of thread production

TIlere are followitig four llletIlOdsoftlu'ead production.

1. Cutting

2. Rolling

3. Casting

4. Grinding

J
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Table 3.1 EXTRA-FINE AND 8-THREAD SERIES (17)

Unified and American Standard

EXTRA. FINE SERIES(NEF AND UNEF) 8-THREAD SERIES (8N AND 8 UN) I
(PRIMARY SIZES)

.

ISize Basic Th Minor Stress Size Minor Stress
Major In Dia Area Dia Area
Dia. in (!Pi) Ext. Th As sq. in. Ext. Th. As sq. in.

12 0.2160 32 0.1777 0.0270 1 0.8466 0.606
1/. 0.2500 32 0.2117 0.0379 1 1/8 0.9716 0.790
5/1• 0.3125 32 0.2742 0.0625 11/. 1.0966 1.000
3, 0.3750 32 0.3367 0.0932 13, 1.2216 1.233'8 '8
7/1• 0.4375 28 0.3937 0.1274

1.492 I1 I, 1.3466'2
1/2 0.5000 28 0.4562 0.170 1 5/8 1.4716 1.7l! I9/16 0.5625 24 0.5114 0.214 13/. 1.5966 2.08..

0.6250 24 0.5739 0.268 1\ 1.7216 2.41 I'/8
11/ 0.6875 24 0.6264 0.329 I.1.

I'/. 0.7500 20 0.6887 0.386 2 1.8466 2.7i
2 II. 2.0966 3.5613, 0.8125 20 0.7512 0.458 21/2 2.3466 4.44/1.

7/8 0.8720 20 0.8137 0.536 23/, 2.5966 5.43
'5, 0.9375 ' 20 0.8762 0.620'16 I1 1.0000 20 0.9387 v.741 3 2.8466 6.51 ,
11/1• 1.0625 18 0.9943 0.799 3 1/. 3.0960 7.673~

3 1/, 3.3466 8.96 I
11/ 1.1250 18 1.0562 0.901 33/ 3.5966 10.34'. '.I'll. 1.1875 18 1.119 1.009 4 3.2466 11.81
III 1.2500 18 1.1818 1.123 4 'I 4.0966 11.38 I•• .,
1" 1.125 18 1.2448 1.244 4,/, 4.3466'/1. 5.1 I
1'/, 1.3750 18 1.3068 1.370 43/. 4.966 16.8 I
1" 1.4375 18 1.3693 1.503 5 4.8466 18.7 III.

11/2 1.5000 18 1.4318 1.54 11/, 5.0966 20.7

I19, 1.5625 18 1.4943 1.76 51, 5.3466 22.7'I. /2

15/8 1.6250 18 1.5568 1.94 53/. 5.5966 24.9 I111, 1.6875 18 1.6193 2.40 6 5.8466 27.1'I. I

J
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TABLE 3.2

UNIFED AND AMERICAN SCREW THREADS-COARSE AND FINE (17)

i
COARSE (UNC) FINE (LJ}'Tf), AND 12 LJN I

,-
SIZE BASIC Th. Minor Stress Th Minor Stress

MAJOR In. Dia Area. A, In Dia Area, As
DIA (tpi) Ext. Th sq.in Ext. Th. sq. m.
in

0 0.0600 80 0.0447 0.0180 I
1 0.0730 64 0.0538 0.00263 72 0.0560 0.0278
2 0.0860 56 0.0641 0.00370 64 0.0668 0.0394
3 0.0990 48 0.0734 0.00487 56 0.0771 0,0523
4 0.1120 40 0.0813 0.00604 48 0.0864 0.0661 I
5 0.1250 40 0.0943 0.00796 44 0.0971 O.OO1l3
6 0.1380 32 0.0997 0.00909 40 0.1073 0,0101 I
8 0.1640 32 0.1257 0.0140 36 0.1299 0.0147
10 0.1900 24 0.1389 0.0175 32 0.1517 0.0200
12 0.2160 24 0.1649 0.0242 28 0.1722 0.0258
1/. 0.2500 20 0.1887 0.0318 28 0.2060 0.0364
~. 0.3125 18 0.2443 0.0524 24 0.2614 0.05801'6

'/s 0.3750 16 0.2983 O.G775 24 03239 0.08781, 0.4375 14 0.3499 0.1063 20 0.3762 0.1187

1

'16

'/, 0.5000 13 0.4056 0.1419 20 0.4387 0.1599
9/,6 0.5625 12 0.4603 0.182 18 0.4943 0.203 I
5/" 0.6250 11 0.5135 0.226 18 0.5568 0.256 I
31 0.7500 10 0.6273 0.334 16 0.6733 0.373 I'. I1/8 0.875 9 0.7387 0.462 14 0.7874 0.509
1 1.0000 8 0.8466 0.606 12 0.8978 0.663
1" 1.125 7 0.9497 0.763 12 1.0228 0.856 I

/8
1'1. 1.2500 7 1.0747 0.969 12 1.1478 1.073
l'/s 1.375 6 0.1705 1.115 12 1.2728 1.315

II' /2 1.5000 6 1.2955 1.405 12 1.3978 1.581
1'/. 1.7500 5 1.5046 1.90 12 1.6478 2.1853
2 2.0000 4'/, 1.7274 2.50 12 1.8978 2.8892
1 /. 2.2500 4/2 1.9774 3.25 12 2.1478 3.6914
21/, 2.5000 4 2.1933 4.00 12 2.3978 4.5916 I
23

/. 2.7500 4 2.4433 4.93 12 2.6478 5.5900
3 3.000 4 2.6933 5.97 12 2.119711 6.6116S
3'/. 3.2500 4 2.9433 7.10 12 3.1478 7.8812
3'/, 3.5000 4 3.1933 8.33 12 3.3978 9.1740
33/ 3.7500 4 3.4433 9.66 12 3.6478 10.564 I••
4 4.0000 4 3.6933 11.Q8 12 3.1Wi8 12.054 i

r;
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3.3.1 Cutting

Extemal and intemal tlm~ad cutting are perfolllled on lathe. Diameter of tile work

piece is the main considerable factor in this method. mead cutting is done by

using the following cutting tools.

I. Single point tlu'eading tools.

2. Chasers

3. Taps

4. Treading dies

5. Die heads

6. mead milling cutters

7. llm~ad generating cutters

8. Modem machining process (EDM, Ultrasonic etc)

3.3.1.1 Single point threading tool

Mainly single point tool is used for tlu'ead cutting on a lathe. These tools are used

to cut ex1ernal and internal threads. They are grouped in to three c1as.sessuch as

follows.

(a) Flat (flank type) single point tools: These types of tool are mainly used to cut

extemal tlu'ead with considerable lead angle with the pitch P. Generaliy by tile

lelld lingle is defined as

tallu.:= P / 1l dp

Where a= lead angle

P':::Pitch

dp=Pitch dillmeter (Fig. ?-3a )

J
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(b) Black single point tools: TIlis type of tool is damped for operation in a special

holder. The relief ~ngle is given to this type of tool by indenting the position of the

tool in the holder. Block type tool ca.n be employed only for tlu'ead witll small lead

~ngle since it is impossible to provide different relief ~ngle on the two sides of the

profile (Fig 3.3b.)

(c) Circul~r single point tools: These tools ~re more widely used th~n the preceding

type be,'ause tlley are easier to manufacture and their profile can be ground in a

thread grimier. Circular 100ls f()r extemal threads arc uwally of the arbor type

(with a mounting hole). TIley are damped in a special type of holder. (Fig 3.3c )

2.3.3.1.2 Chasers

Multiple rib threading tools are called chasers. A chamfer, at an angle is provided

~t the entering end of a chaser to distribute the cutting ~ction over several teeth (2

or 3) of the chaser. TIle sizing action deans up the tlu'ead cut by the chamfer. It is

used for making extemal thread as well as intemal thread. It hits three types such as

(a) Flat or shank type, (b) Block type and (c) Circular type. Flat ,ind Block type

ch~ser are not conunonly used. But circular type ch~ser is Il1Os1popular 'and widely

used.

r
3.3.1.3 TAPS

A hlp is used to cut intemal threads. A tap is a screw on which longitudinal

straight or helical flutes have been milled to fonn cutting edges. It operates with

two simultaneous motions, rotiltion on of the work or tap on which the cutting

edges a.re placed. Chips are removed in several layers by different cutting edges

situMed at different diameters on tapping to cover the filiI thre~d depth. Usuillly set

f
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Fig.3.3 Sin~le point tllreading tools.
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of two or three taps are used successively;" ,"',:ciice to cover the larger tlu'ead
depth .(Fig. 3.4)

The principle parts and constmctional elements of a tap are:

(I) TIle tlu'ead lengtll: It is tile pal1 of tile tap on which tlu'ead is cut. It can be

divided into two parts:

(a) TIle chamfer or cutting sec1ion: It is tile fj'ont tapered end of tile tap and services

for rough cutting of the thread.

(b) 111esizing section cleans up tile tlu'ead by tile chamfer.

(2) 111e shank: It is the portion of the tap by which it is held iil a chuck on tap

wrench; the square serves for transmitting the torque to drive the tap.

0) Flutes: L1nds and core: Flutes is used lor accoli.odating the chips. Core is the

central position of the tap be tile flutes which joil,1Stile lands. Tap can be classified
;" I'.

into the following main types; hand, nut, machine master, die, adjustable and
collapsible.

3.3.1.4 Threading Dies

A tlu'eading die is an intelllal tlu'ead tool used to cut extelllal screw tlu'eads by

screwing on the work piece. Threads are usually cut in on pass. Threading dies

may be solid or split, they may be round, square or hexagonal, spring or twopiece

adjustable dies for a hand stock. It is used in the making of extelllal thread. There

are following types oftlu'eading dies as follows.

(a) Round tlu'eading dies have Shot1coming and many attempts have been made to

inJprove their constmction. Dies with inclined clearance Il()les push the chips

fOlwards facilitating tlleir disposal and improving the cutting conditiollS (Fig. a)

(, '
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( ••) Flat shanl( type ,chaser

(I,) Block type chaser

lhr~ad ~mgth Shonk
, ~--~v-_-J~.,

Chamfe
II, Sizing section

CXCh-chornfcr
relief angle

Core
( <J ) Tap and its constructional. 'elemel

Fig. 3.4 TIu'ead chasers and Tllp.

(
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(b) Hexagonal and square dies are convenient in creating operations since they can

be driven with an ordinal)' wrench (Fig. b)

(c) Spring dies find application in automatic SC1'ewmachines because they do' not

become clogged with clips as much as ordinary :'~.ljnddies.(Fig C)

(d) Two piece adjustable dies are used to cut coarse thread by hand in several

passes. Such dies permit the diameter of the thread cut to be changed by adjusting

the dies.(Fig. d)

3.3.1.5 Die Heads

TIlere are two types of thread cutting die heads such as follows:

(1) Self opening die heads: It can be automatically withdraw fi'om the work piece

at the completion of the thread. In respect to their arrangement and constmction of

their closures, they are tlU'lletypes of self opening die head in use.

(a) Die heads with flat radial chasers: They are simpler to mmlllfacture but their

chasers can not witllStand many regrinds for sharpening. 'nlese heads are I>eing

superseded at the present time by other design. (Fig. e)

(I» Die heads with tangent chasers: TIley are of more advanced COllStlUctionand

their chasers can he sharpened lllany lllore time because of their great length

.(Fig.1)

(c) Die heads with circular chasers: In respect of regrinding, die heads with circular

chasers are better with tlleir cons1Juction. TIley are designed on tlle lines of a

circular form tool and they allow the greatest number of regrinds. (Fig. g),
(2) Slid adjustable die heads:

Solid adjust<lble die heads provide only for mounting and adjusting the chasers.

TIle head is not opened and chasers are not with drawn at the end of tlle tlu'ead.

Only the self opening die heads are used to any gre,r1 extent.

, I

(,
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(a) Round Die

(b) Squeare Die
(c) Hexagon Die
(d) Spring Die
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Hi tl1 circul r,r
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Fig, 3.5 l1\f1~adcutting dies and die heads.
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3.4 SPECIFICATION

TIle ~1andard method for de~ignating a ~crew tlu'ead is to. specify in sequence the

normal size, number of thread per inch, thread series, symbol and thread class,

(Extemal or intemal) symbol, and direction oftlu'ead, Right hand or left hand.

Identification symbols for use one drawing, shops and ~10reroom, should be

according to the following examples.

(a) An exteml1l1ythreaded part, 1 in diameter, 11Ilifiedcoarse threl1d, 8 thread per

inch, class 2 A tolerance, Right hand tlu'ead is designatt:d as follows-

1"-8 UNC - 2A

(b) An intemal tlu'ead I in diameter, unified tlu'ead, 12 tlu'ead per inch, class 2 B

tolerance, left hl1ndthread is designated as follows-

I" -12 UNF - 2 B -LH.

3.5 Initial tension and tightening torque (17)

TIle ~1ressor load induced by the tightening operation is called tile initial tension.

There will be large variation of the indllced stress because of the way the threads

a.re fmished, their lubrication and tile other variables of the application. TIle

relation between the applied torque Tin -lb and initial tension Fi- Ib proposed by
Maney is

T=CDFi in -lb .....(I )

Where D is the nominal bolt size. C is the torque coefficient It is taken as a

constant for a particular .set of conditions. C "" 0.2 is 1aken fc)r unlnbricated bolt

and C=0.15 is taken for lubricated Bolt.

\
""\J
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3.6 Proof stress

Bolt design is perronned with a proof 10<ldor proof stress "'p. In gener<ll, <lproof

load is some load agreed to buy the purdlilser and vendor as a capacity to be met.

For bolts and screws, ther~ seems to be no unique definition. But the proof stress "'p

in the SAE specification is usually dose to 96% of the yield strength.

In the design procedure, it is necessary to at first decide upon proof stress. From the

proof stress, the next decision is tllken in the initial tightening stress. In stmcture,

the tendency is to tighten the bolt to or beyond the yield, cri~cry, in high strength

material. On the other hand, a review of the literature suggests that on initial stress

some what less than crp or cry typical values for bolts to be subjected to a tensile

load are ",i~O.9 "'p

(Whetl proof stress available)

or (jeO. 85 "'y

(When proof stress is not available)

Having decided upon a suit<lble ",i, the initial tightening force is Fi = ",i As, then

equation (l) with propel' value of C, can be used to estimate the tightening torque.



CHAPTER - 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

4.1 Selection of raw material of the Bolts and Nuts

Raw material of the Bolts and Nuts are selected according to the following test

perfoml(~don local and imported samples.

4.1.1 Chemical Analysis:

In thiS analysIs dilferent sampl.::sof foreign and local are tak.::n. then chip in the Jine

fonn is prepared using lathe machine. Two sample of one gm are taken for the

carbon analysis. 0.5 gIn of two sample are taken for Cr. 2gm of two sample are

taken lor ~lo. 111ese samples are then analyzed frequently using Ihe following

method.

4.1.1.1, Determination of total carbon by strohleln apparatus

(combustion method)

This is a very quick method of detennining total carbon in ferrous materials. Here

carbon is oxidized at a high temperature in a stream 01" drv and pure oxygen 10

yield CO,. This CO, is absorbed in saturated 1\:011 solution. The decrease 1I1

volume of the gas 01" the absorbed IlJ saturated 1\:011 solutIon. "n1Cdecrease III

volume of the gas of the absorption is read directly on a scale as percentage of

carbon, of the making due corrections in the volume for the change in temperature

and pressure.
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Procedure

TIle combu~1ion ful11aceis bring to tile proper temperature 1000-1050° C for

iron and plain caFbon steels and 1150.1200° C for alloy steels. The

combustion boat alongwith tile I gm of ~ample (fine drillings) is introduced

into the hot zone of the combustion tube. The oxygen for combustion is

supplied Hom a gas cylinder to the combustion tube at a constant pressure

which is dried by pa,ssing through concentrated H
2
So

4
.

Then necessary link is mllde between the fi/mace lind the burette through

cock. TIle rate of reaction observed Hom the descent ofliquid in the burette,

reaction generally takes 2.3 minutes. The gll.Sis collected unit the measuring

burette nearly filled. TIle level is adjusted. TIMI tile cock is opened in such a

way as to connect the absortion vessel (filled with KOH solution) with the

measuring burette. TIle gas is passed tlu-ice into tile abosorption vessel. TIle

remaining gas is collected in the burette. The levels are again adjusted with

tile help of tile leaving bottle and the percentage of carbon was tllen directly

read on the scale of the burette.

4.1.1.2 Chromium

Estimation of Cr in steel permagnate method.

2 gms of the sample are dissolved in 70 ml of dil H
2
S0

4
(1. 7) and when

decomposition is complete, 30 ml of HNo3 (S.G.1.42) are boiled until no
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Boiled until the excess KMn04 is decomposition (about 10-15 mins). If the solution

is slill pink added a few cryslals of MnS04 and boiled for anolher 10 minules.

Filtered and washed the residue with hot water. The filtrate is cooled and titrated

wilh N/IO FeS04.(NtLt): 6H:o solulion and N/IO KMn04 solulion.

The ferrous ammonium surlfal<:solulion is added unlillhe yellowdidrromale color

is replaced by a pale green colour, Potassium pennaganate was then added to a faint

pink linl that persists withoul fading aIler the solulion has been stirred tor 60

seconds. I mI of N/IO Fe(NH4)S04 6Hzo solution equals 0.08668% Cr on 2 gm

sample. Cr detelminalions by lhis method, a small blank eljual lo 0.4-0.5 ml of

N/IO FeS04 (NH4) 6Hzo is found irrespective of the amount of sample initially

taken.

4.1.1.3 Molybdenum

LEAD MOLYBDENUM METHOD

2 grns of the steel are dissolved in 30-50 ml of conc.HCI and of the reaction is

complele, il is oxidized wilh about 5 ml of cone HN03. The solulion is evaporated

to a symp and is taken transferred to a dropping fimneL About 200 ml of hot 20%,

NaoH soluliun is laken in a 600 ml clJIlical flask and the solulion is run dropwise

into the flask with continous stirring the fimnel being washed into the flask several

limes. The mixlure is cooled, diluled to 50 ml and fil1ered, washing with 1.0-1.5%

NaoH solution three times.

The solution is theil neutratized with HCl and an excess of about I ml was added

(indicalor, melhyl orange). Il is then healed lo boiling and 5 ml of 8% lead acetal<:

solution are added, followed by sufficient hot ammonium acetate to change the red
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color to a very defmite yellow. The solution is boiled and allowed to stand for a

whilt:. It is thcrl Illlered lhruugh pulped washed wilh hoi wain Tlis then ignited at a

low red heat and weighed as PblvJo04 containing 26.15°" Mo

..t1.2 Microstructure Study

Specimens are prepared from local and imported samples. Following steps that have

been carried out [or !lle.preparalion o[specimen.

1. Polishing on emary Paper

2. Rinsing in water

3. Pulishing in rutating disc covered wilh a suilahle pad wi!ll a susp,msion of a

polishing powder (alumina) in water.

4. Wash umkr tap

5. Drying on a soft cloth

6. Etel:hing with a suitable ekhant sulution containing 95% H2o and 5% HNu3

7. Washing in a stream of nlllning Wat~r and subsequently in alcohol or
acetone.

TIle miLTos!.rul:luresof !llese specimens were examined by optical miLTosl:opeand

photographs on the microstnlcture of each specimen are taken using a
pholomicroscope.

4.1.3 Microhardness Study

The preparalion of spel:imen are samt: as the spel:imell for miLTuslrudure withuut

etching. The procedures followed are as follows.

. 4
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I. Polishing on emary paper.

2. Ril~ing in walt:r.

3. Polishing in rotating disc covered with a suitable pad in pregnated with a

suspt:miun ufa pulishing puwdcr (alullU1a) in walt:r.

4. Washing under tap.,

5. \Vashing with t:lhyl alcuhoL

6. Drying on a soft clean cloth

After preparation of specimen vickers hardness is tested by a microhardness testing

machint:. Hardnt:ss is It:slt:d al dilTt:rt:nl art:as uf lht: spt:cimt:n l:uUing al 45° and

90° angle to the axis and the average of these are taken.

4.2 Analysis of the different parameters of the thread of the local

and imported Nuts and Bolts.

Fur [his analysis diITcrt:n[IUl:aland furt:ign samplt:s art: lakt:II, DiITt:rt:ntparamdt:rs

such as pitch, thread per inch, finishing of thread are checked for both local and

impurlt:d samplt:s. Bulls and nul ufbulh lypt:s art: cul and ils phulugraph art: lakm,

4.3 Manufacturing of the bolts and Nuts with the desired
properties.

Few bolts and Nuts are manufactured on exp<.'rimentalbasis
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4.3.1 Machining operation

Loc~lIy ~v~il~ble medium carbon ~teel i~ tak"n t')r allen key bolt, Same material of

hexagonal shape is teken for nut. nle machining operations are pel'foI1ned on it.

M~nuf~ctllring proee~~ i~de~cribed inthe proce~~~heet 4, 1 ~nd 4,2.

Process Sheet 4.1

Operation Sheet for Allen Key BoltManufacturing.

Oper-
ation
No.

Description Sketch
Machine

Tool

1. Cutting of 132
~

Cutting machine,
MS blank 8 Vise.

0
M
Q

T
2. Making of inter- "-~--I-

Forging.,-
nal hexagonal :3 machine,
~hape MAllen Vi~e,
Key Bolt head.

116

-l3. Tumingon Lathe machine,
MS blank to ,Ii:> Single point,~

provide equal -+t cutting tool,
diameter. slide callipers,---- gauge

4. Facing ends. Lathe machine,

11 Single point
-- - - clitting tool,

Slide callipers,
gauge

f
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Process Sheet 4.1 (Contd.)

Operation Sheet for Allen Key Bolt Manufacturing.

Oper-
ation

No.

5.

Descripti on

Thread
cutting

Sketch
Machine
Tool

Lathe machine,
thread gauge,
single point
cutting tool.

6. Chamfering; Lathe machine.
Slidc callipers,
Single point
cutting tool.

Process Sheet 4.2

Operation Sheet for Nut Manufacturing

Opel'- Machine
ation Description Sketch Tool
No.

---I Cutting of Cutting
hexagonal -- -- --- - -'- machine.
~vlSblank Vise.

~ 12 -

f



Drilling
machine,
Vise.

--.
Sketch

Process Sheet 4.2 (Contd.)
Operation Sheet for Nut Manufacturing

!",Iachine
ToolUescription '

Drilling
to make
intcmal
thread

2,

Oper-
ation
No.

3.

4.

Intemal
thread
cutting

Chamfering

•

/

Lathe machine,
Slide callipers, .
thread gauge,
Single point
cutting tool.

Lathemachine
Slide callipers
thread gauge
Single point
cutting tool.

4.3.2 Heat Treatment

Heat treatment is perfollued on the manufacttll'ed and local samples to increase its

hardnessand proof stress, For tlus purpose pack carburizing is perf()mled at first and

then quenched for both local and impol1ed samples,

/-........

\
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4.3.2.1 Design of Steel Box

For the purpose of pack catburizing a steel box of size 200mmxl50inrnxl20mm is

designed and manufadured al:l:urding tu the l:apadty uf fumal:e uf the Department

ofIndustrial and Production Engineering department.

4.3.2.2 Pack Carbur'izing

Manufactured and local samples are at first taken in the steel box according to its

l:apal:ity with l:ual and l:arburizer, Here l:arburizer (sudium l:arbunate and Barium

Carbonate) are taken as 20 percent of coal. The box is then covered at the upper

side with mud tu prulel:t deuxidatiun at the tinlt: uf l:arburizing. Tht:n tht: bux is

insert into the f1.tmace. nle carburizing temperature is selected at 910"c and the

puwer supply uf fumal:e is switdlt:d un. Tht: spt:l:imt:ns art: l:arburizt:d for 2 huurs,

3 hours and 5 hours. At 'every carburizing period, four specimens are taken. Two

spt:l:imens are manufal:tured and another two spel:imells are 10l:al. At the end of

detennined time period, the power supply is switched off and the specimens are

allowed to 1:001to room It:Ifiperalure al Ole I:arburizing l:hanlber. AIler I:ooling the

specimens are taken out of the carburizing chamber.

Another samples of local and manufactured as discussed above are carburized at

910°C. It is then 1:001aboul 775°1: at the fumal:e. The spedmen are then removed

from chamber and the specimens are quenched immediately in a oil both. The

tjuenl:hed spedmens are lht:n lempered tjuil:kJy al a low tempera lure of 160°1: lo

transform the hardened martensite of the case into tempered martensite, relieving

lht: residual stress devdopt:d during tjut:ndullg,
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4.4 Testing of the different samples of Nuts and bolts

Microphotography, Microhardness and, tensile testing (proof stress) of

different samples ofbolts and nuts are tested as [oll,.1ws,

4.4.1 Sample Description

Different types of samples such as local and manufactured are taken for

testing. Different aspects such as vickers hardness, Micfophotography and

tensile testing (proof stress) are performed on these samples, Here local

samples are three types, such as raw local sample collected liOlll market,

carburized sample and carburized with quenching sample, Manufactured

samples are also t1u'ee types much as samples without heat treatment, pack

carburized sample and pack carburized with quenching sample,

4.4.2 Microphotography and Microhardness measurement

Specimen of local and manufactured samples are prepared [.)1' testing of

microphotography and micl'Ohardness as discussed earlier section 4,1.2 and

4,13,

4.4.3 Tensile testing

For tensile testing of allen key Bolt and Nut a fixture is designed at first.

, '
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4.4.3.1 Design of fixture

The fimction of fixture is strong enough and to support the workpiece, <lndto

same extent will reflect its size, weight and shape. TIle fixture must be

carefilllyselected with reference to the workpiece so that neither will be

damaged by abrupt contact e.g. damaged by hard steel jaws of tensile testing

m<lchine.

Purpose and function of fixture

According to ASTM standard, for the puq)()se of testing proof stress of allen

key Bolt, a fixture shown in the figure 4.1 is designed to provide sufficient

thread engagement the nut to the Bolt.

Safety requirement

Safety requirement is essential in the design of fixture. Because when fixture

is used for the testing of bolt proof stress, then it m<lYf<lil and C<lusean

accident. For tllis reason all function of fix1ure must be perfol1ued with tile

required fmnness of holding, accuracy of positioning and with a high degree

of safety for tile operator and tile equipment.

4.4.3.2Testing operation

Tensile testing of allen key Bolts and Nut are slightly different fi"omNOl1ual

tensile testing. According to ASTM(ISlstand<1rdthe testing procedure is given

below: •.
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oo
""t

FigJ,.+_ oj Fixture for the tensile testing of allen key
bolt and' not.

Upper portionLower portion

SO l-13S SO 2 SO

Fig 41 (bJ Sectional view of the fixture for tensile test.

f
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At first a set of Bolt and Nut is taken for this tes1ing with the fixture. It is

then fined with the tensile testing machiile. After fining load is applied

gradually between Bolt and Nut as sho\vn in the figure 4.2. Here it is

required togive sufficient thread engagement to develop the full strength of

bolt. TIle nut should be assembled on the bolt leaving six complete bolt

threl1ds unengaged between the grips. To meet thc requirements <)1' this test.

Here it is required to tensile failure on the body 01' threaded section with no

filure converted l1Srequirement. Stress Mea is converted l1Srequirement.

Stress area is calculated fi'om the mean of the root and pitch diameter of

class 3 ell.1ema!thread as follows.

As =O.7854(d. (O.9743)/n)2

Where D= Nominal diameter and n= Number of thread per inch.Stress area

is also found fi'om the Table 3.2 and Table 3.3

._-~._---- -- - --

Fig. 4.2; Experimental Setup of pf0of~1ress testing.



CHAPTER~5

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Results of chemical analysis, Microstructure, Hardness
test and target Properties

5.1.1 Results of Chemical analysis

Table 5.1

Composition of C. Cr, Moof foreign and local samples in wt%

Sample No. C Cr Mo

1 0.17 0.99 0.22

2 0.21 1.023 0.24
.

3 0.18 1.023 0.25

4 0.17 1.213 0.22

5 0.10 - -
6 0.16 . -

Samples 1, 2 and 3 shows composition of foreign allen key bolt 111ese samples

contains carbon about 0.2%, but contains Cr and Mo. SlUIlple4 shows composion

offoreignnut. 111esesamples also contains Cr, Mo. From Table 2.3 it is found that

both of the steel of allen key Bolt and Nut is AlSI no. 4820.

Samples 5 and 6 shows the composition of local allen key Bolt and Nut. These

samples do not contain Cr or Mo. 111esesamples are made oflow carbon &1eel.

....-::.
;)" .
..••.\
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5.1.2 Results of Miorostruoture,

The microstnleture of the polished and etched foreign and local specimen~ are
,

examined by opticallllict'O~'Opy. Photographs oftlle ,,1lUctureof each specimen are

taken using optical microscope.

Fig 5.1 Microstmeture offoreign allen key (a)Boh x 200 (b) Nut x 200.

Fig 5.2 Microstmetl.lre offoreign allen key Bolt after annealing at 940°C

for 2hr x 200 ~
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Fig 5.3 Microstructure oflocal allen key ea) Bolt x 200 (b) Nut x 200

From the above microstmcture study (Fig. 5.1) and composition tests it is shows

that the foreign samples are made of alloy steel. TIlese compositions are found fi'om

the chemical analysis. TIle microstmctllre of these samples after annealing at

940°C for 2 hI' time period is shown in the Fig. 5.2.TIle local samples

microstmctllre shows that it is made by low carbon steel (Fig. 5.3).



5.1.3 Results of Hardness test
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'.~

After preparation of foreign bolt specimen vicke:"Shardness is tested by a micro

hllrdness testing mllchine. HlIrdnes.s is tested lit different lIrells of the specimen lit

90° section and 45° s",,""1ion.At 45° section the vicke:t"Shardness are as follows.

No of observations Vicket"Shardness

1

2

3

4

362.18

358.93

358.93

362.18

Average Vicket"Shardness is 360.55

At 900section Vickel"Shardness are as follows.

No of observations Vickers hllfdness

1 362.18

2 385.93

3 362.18

4 362.18

Averllge Vickers hllrdnes.s is 368.11 Form the lIbove hllfdness test shows thllt the

average vicket"Shardness offoreignbolt is 364.44

11le hardness of foreign samples are also measured after atl1l,:aling at 940°C for

2hr. The hllrdness is found to be 210.2

[
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TIle Vickers hardness offordgtl Nut is also tested as the same way. TIle hardness is

found to be 340.56.

The hardness values oflocal sample at 45° section are as follows

No of observations Vickers hardnes.s

1 148.35

2 154.46

3 160.97

4 142.59

Average Vickers hardnes.s is 151.59

The hardnes.s values oflocal s.arnple at 90° section are as follows
1

No of observations Vickers hardness

1 127.18

2 137.15

3 160.97

4 148.3.~

Average Vickers hardness is 143.41.

So, it was found that the average of the Vickers hardnes.s values at 90° section and

45° section is 147.5. TIle vickers hardness oflocal nut is also found to be 137.15.

So, these hardness measurement as well as the microstmcture test shows that local

samples of bolts and nuts are made fi'olll low carbon steel.

. r



5.1.3.2 Manufactured Sample.

Results of Microhardness test ofmanufacwred samples are shown in the table 5.2

Table 5.2

Microhardness of manufactured Samples (Surface hardness)

I Period of Cllrburizing Cllrburized Smnple Cllrburized with

Quenched Sample

0 191.6 191.6

2 231.8 243.8

3 243.8 286.2

5 320.8 473

Above hardness of carburized and carlmrized with quenched samples are plotted

llgllinSt the cllrburizing period in figure 5.5 . This figure indicates in the Cllse of

car!mrized with quenched sample the hardness is incTeases with carburizing period

from only cllrburizing sllmples. TIlls figure lliso indicates when cllrburizing period

inc1'easesthe difference between hardness of these two types of samples increase.

H;ardness Profile

'W1lena specimen is carburized, a variation of carbon concentration occurs fi'om tJie

surface to the center of the specimen. The concentratioll of cllrbon is high <It the

surface and decreases towards the core of the specimen. Due to tJlis variation of

cllrbon concentrlltion II hardness gmdient exists in II carburized case depending

upon carourizing temperature, carourizing time, carourizing element. Results of
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Microhardness at horizontal section of axis at different period of carburized with

quenched ~mnple~are~ho\Vn in the T;Jbk ).3

The hardne~~ profile~ of variou~ ~ample~ ~uch as 5hr and 3 hr carburizing with

quenched samples are plotted in the figure 5.6 and 5.7. Figure shows that the

hardness profile~ are parabolic shape. The hardne~~ profile of 5 hr carburizing with

quenching samples are more stepper's than 3 hI' period of carburizing with

quenching. It can be f()\lI1dfrom these figllre~ that change in the slope of the

profiles ft'om the carburized layer to the core is vety graua!. It is observed ft'OIllthe

above figure that in general, the ca~e depth increa~e with the increase of

carbllrizing tillle.

5.1.4 Target Properties

Tatget propettiesof allen key Bolt and Nut are selected ft'om the above test and

requirement. The~e propertie~ are as f()l1ows.

i) From the result of hardness test of foreign allen key bolt and Nut (5.1.3)

Vickers hardne~~ i~selected as 364.44

ii) Proof stress:

Proohtress is selected from the calculation a~ fol1ow~:-

Given Bolt dia D::: 5/8 in., Thread UNCand unilibricated.

Required Torque T ~ 200 ft.lb.

From 3.6, T =CDFi ----._------ (l)

Where C ~ 0.2 for un lubricated bolt.

T= 200 ft-Ib

~ 200 x 12 in-lb.



Table 5.3

Microhardness from outside to centn3 of manufactured,

carburized and quenched samples.

5hr carburizing and quenching 3 hr carburizing and quenching

Distance Hardness VHN Distance Hardness VHNfrom surface from surface
urn J.UI1

10 , 473 20 286 . '-I
20 362.2 55 270.25 362.2 63 25643 362.2 83 286.262 320.8 133 243.880 3208 193 256.8100 286.2 258 256.8110 320.8 323 243.8140 286.2 398

I -~t r .:-.' 210.2180 302.8 458 210.2220 211.8 521 241.8260 270 588 191.6300 231.8 648 243.8340 270.9 733 175.3380 286.2 793 161.0420 286.2 848 231.8470 320.8 928 256.8530 286.2
590 286.2
600 286.2
665 320.8
765 320.8
965 .102.8

•
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From equation I,

200 x 12 = 0.2 x 5/8 x Fi

or, Fi = 19200 lb.

AgHin tf<)m $ection 4.4.3.2,

Stres;; Stres;; area

As = 07854 ( d - (09743)/11)2

Where.

D = Nominal diameter = 5/8 in.

n =- Number oftlu'ead per inch =- II

$0, A$ = 0.7854 ( 5/8 • (0.9743)/11) 2

• 0=- 0.226 1I1 "

$tre$$ area A~ Hl$n found from the Table 3.3 on the ha$i$ ofhnlt dia.

cri =- Fi / As
= 1920010226

=- 1\4955 p;;i ,

But frnm .~.:ction 3.7,

cri =- 0.9crp

or, "'P = ",i / 0.9

= 84955/0.9 p;;i

= 94.39 ksi.

Thi$ propertie$ are pO$$ible to al1ain hy u$ing high $peed~ted. But the production

co;;t will he high. For thi;; reason, availahle scrap of medium carhon ;;teel can be

u$ed with <lIitable heat treatment.
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5.2 Results of thread parameters of local, foreign and

manufactured samples.

mead parameters such as pitch, thread per inch, accuracy of thread maching are

observed for local, foreign and manufactured samples. In the local sample, the

accuracy of thread machining is rough, actnal V shape of the thread is not found

and it varies fi'om sample to sample. TIlese are shown in the fig. 5.8.

L_.. _

,

.1

_ ~' ...J

Fig 5.8 TIu'ead machining defect oflocal samples .

. In the foreign sample the accuracy of thread cutting is found good.It has actual V

. shape of thread, In the manufactured samples flu'ead cut1ing accuracy is found

good. It has also actual V shape ofthread.

. "
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5.3 Results of Tensile test
Results of tensile tests of different combination of samples are given in the Table

5.4

Table 5.4

Proof stress at different carburizing period for both local and

manufactued Samples.

No, H. T 49,31 58,92

2hrC 39,7 59,34

2 hrC+Q 40,12 66,86

3hrC 38.44 65,14

3 hrC+Q 41.79 93,19

51u' C 37.61 67.70

5 hrC+Q 42.54 104.89

For local samples a bar chart of t:>p at different period of cMburizing and

carbusizing with quenching are plotted (Figure 5.9). The figure shows that in the

case of carburized samples t:>pdecreases by larger amount with the increasing of

carburizing period as compared to samples with carburizing and quenching. It is

described clearly in the figure 5.11. When both carburizing and quenching are

perfol1ned on the sample there in no significant rise in crp as compared to the same

for sample after carburizing alone. Here target property is not attained, Since there

is no positive improvement in crp after carburizing and quenching, there can not be

any justification of applying these process on the local sample.

\~
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Fig. 5.9 : Proof stress at different carburizing period for local sample
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NO.H.T 21;r5.
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FIg. 5.10 : Proof stress at different carburizing period for rnanufactureu sarnp!e
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For manufactured samples another bar chart of crp at different carburizing period is

al~o drawn (Figure 5,10), It may be ob~erved from the fig.5, 10 that for ~ample~

with carburizing and quenching, crp increases more rapidly than in the case of only

cllrhurizing ~ample. It i~ de~cribed more clearly in the fig 5.12. Here it also ~een

that when ilK,Teasingthe carburizing period, the difference between crp ill both the

ca~e~ increa~e~, Here target property i~ attained after 3 hr of carhurizing and

subsequent quenching. Since there is positive improvement in crp after carburizing

and quenching, there can be ju~ification of applying the~e proce~~ on the

manufactured sample.



CHAPTER -6

Conclusions and Future Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

From the experimental results and discussion the following conclusions may be

drawn:

a) Chemical analysis shows that the material of the imported allen key bolts

contains approximately 0.2% C, 1% Cr and 0.24% Mo. The material of the

imported nut contains 0.17% C, 1.21% Cr lind 0.22% Mo. Whereas the material of

the local bolt contains 0.10% C and that of the nut contains 0.16% C. TIlese

samples do not contllin Cr or Mo.

b) Microstmcture and hllrdness tests reveal that the imported samples of bolt are

heat treated up to a hardness of BHN 351. TIle impol1ed nut is also heat treated. It

hardness being BHN 348.The local samples of nut lind bolts are not hellt treated.

TIle approximate hardness of these samples are found to be BHN142.

c) Test pelfonned to detennine the quality of the nut alid bolt threads reveal that

the quality of threads of local sllmples of bolt and nut are forwards thlln those of

foreign samples of nuts and bolts.

d) It is found fi'om practical lest that the proofstress of the pair of foreign sample of

nut and bolts is 128.71 ksi. TIle proof stress of the pair oflocal s<1mpleof nut and

bolt is 49.31 ksi.
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<l)It is concluded that the causes of low<lrproof stress of th<l local sampl<lSare

inf':110rquality of til.: raw makrial, aos.:nc.: of heat and surfac.: tr.:atm.:nt and poor

quality ofth.: machine thread,

f) Eight different samples of nuts and bolts are developed on exp.:rimentlll basis

with th.: variation of carourization tim.: and h.:at tr.:atm.:nt conditions.

g) T.:st shows th.: quality of th.: thr.:ad of th.: .:xp.:rim.:ntal bolts and nuts ar.:

similar to those ofthe imported samples.

h) Microhardness and Microstructllfe study of the experimentlll samples shows that

th.: raw mat.:rial ofth.: .:xp.:rim.:ntal sampl.: is mild si.:.:) having hardn.:ss of BHN

186. It Was also found that the maximum thickness of carbon p.:netmtion is in the

cas.: 'of sampl.: which was ,carburiz.:d for 5 hOllr. But at th.: sam.: tim.: d.:pth of

carbon penetration after 3 hour is also tound to be satisfactory.

i) Practical test of the eight exp<lrimental samples show that the design proof stress

is attain.:d wh.:n th.: sampl.:s ar.: carburiz.:d for 3 hour or alJow.

j) It is [mally conclud.:d that local manufactur.: of high str.:ngth bolts and nuts

ment fot press working opemtions is teclmologically f<lasible.
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6.2 Future Recommendations

In tills project work spale are manufactured ii-om locally available scrap materia!.

The composition of these scrap varies from sample to sample for this reason, it is

difficult to control the quality of spares.

If tilese spares can be manufacture in tile mass scale, tilen actual composition of

imported sample material can be imported from abroad and automatic thread

cutting machine tools can be used, In tilat case machining time and production cost

.could be reduced appreciably.

Although under the present pr~ject work manufacture of high strength bolts and

nuts with target properties was taken as a case study. Similar case studies could be

pero)rmed on locally manufacture of other complicated spare parts with target

properties.
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